Host AGM says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=RESUME MISSION=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::  Standing on Bridge :::::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@:::::Working with crew to escape our critical warp core which we have ejected :::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: still scanning for other Jem'hadar::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::sitting in the big chair::

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO: Status of the tractor beam?

Kaylan says:
@::trying to get sheilds up to proctect ship from blast::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::running tactical scans of freighter::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  It appears operational, sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Any collateral damage from the Warp Core eruption?  Orion's Shield staus?

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
::Look at Cardascian Situation::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@:::Sweats out distance from ejected warp core :::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Shields holding..no major...or minor damage

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Kaylan : Will we make it ?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::pacing back and forth::::  CO:  I don't like these Cardies...

Kaylan says:
@Gul: it will be close... very close

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO: Sir, Cardassian freighters use a inferior power generation method -  Without the warp core, they won't be able to sustain life on board for much longer.....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: I recommand either beaming them aboard or making a  link to excange energy with them sir,..

TAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::Thinking without my mouse it is very hard to do anything::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::Starts to suffer from the cold :::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: The warp core...is still drifting away from us

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  And the tractor beam is creating additional stress - we need to beam them over very, very soon

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Check with Engineering.  See if we can increase their output with an emergency generator...

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::opens comm link to CEO::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::Quits pacing and takes seat next to CO::::::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: scanning the warp core:: CO: It will explain in few seconds sir !!!!

Capt_Indyrian says:
XO:  Number One, prepare an away team, full security escort.  See how much we can repair...

Host AGM says:
THE WARP CORE EXPLODES

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Get us out of here, 2/3 impulse

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: We may not be able to ....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Feel rumble::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::grabs console::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*CEO*:  We need to send additional energy to the Cardassian freighter  - can you use an emergency energy generator?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::nods:::  Aye Sir....

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::engages::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
: Fall on the back ::ALL: Ouch!!!!! Darn Explosion!

Kaylan says:
@::stumbles::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Get up::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  Tractor beam holding steady, holding steady......

Capt_Indyrian says:
::grips hand holds on the chair::

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC: Damage report.

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::feels explosion like the impact of a car going 50 into and abutment ....is slammed to the floor :::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::looks at console::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Damage reports coming in from all over the ship....

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: tractor beam at minimal power....

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  I believe the shock wave has passed/.  Disenage engines?

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  All stop.....

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Shields holding.....barely....and we won't be able to keep them extended for much longer

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO: Answering all stop, sir

Kaylan says:
@hits head on console as she falls::

Capt_Indyrian says:
XO:  get your away team together

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::Stands::::   Spencer....  Assemble in TR 3.  Have a full security escort meet us there....

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Lower shields

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : how bad is the damage ?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Aye sir

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
Xo: aye sir

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::takes off for TR:::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::lowers shields::

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  And get those repair crews working.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Right away Sir

Kaylan says:
@::stands back up... checks damage reports.. those they can get::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Check sensor statues::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::sends sec tem to transorter room 3::

Kaylan says:
Gul: we have lost impluse power

Capt_Indyrian says:
::stands::  TAC:  Mr Quchant, you have the conn.  ::heads to the ready room::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@:::Notices blood coming from Kaylan's forehead ::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Check Cardascian Statues::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*CEO*:  We need to provide additional energy to the 'freighter to keep them together....

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CEO*: Engineering crews to the following decks....::starts quoting numbers::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Aye Sir

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Bridge*  Kisay here...  ready to transport.  :: turns phaser to high stun:::

Kaylan says:
@Gul: we will loose life support in 15 minutes

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::gets  in the turbo lift and heads for trans. room 3::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::walks into the ready room and heads to the replicator::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::In Main Engineering, thinking hard::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Arrives in TR 3:::::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::arrives in TR 3::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Spencer: Are you ready Mr. Spencer?

Gul_DeDarek says:
@COM :Orion : we have lost impulse power and therefore all hope of life support . we will try our escape pods

Capt_Indyrian says:
Replicator:  Tea, Chamomille, hot

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
FCO: Use that Deflector program I made the other day

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::moves round and sits in the Command Chair::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
XO: yes sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
::heads to his desk::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*CO*:  Sir, sensors indicate you have 15 minutes of life support left on the freighter  - you better make this quick

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
*TAC*: Sending crew sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
Computer:  Relay transmission to Starfleet Command, code 22.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::reconfigures controls to continue Tac operation::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
<that was to XO, not CO>

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Bridge*  What is the status of the Cardassian Life Support?

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Gets Repair crews on their way::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*XO*  Number One, they are running out of life support, better get a move on.

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Check sensor situation.. they have minor damages::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Kaylan : Best inform the other we have to abandon ship

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*CO*:  Approximately 15 minutes - I may be able to increase tjay to 30 with the emergency energy transfer

Kaylan says:
@Gul: yes sir.... will do so now..

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
*FCO*: Activate the Deflector dish and use this energy beam factor

Host AGM says:
A SMALL EXPLOSION ROCKS THE CARDASSIAN SHIP, THE LOSE OF AIR IS CRITICAL

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*CEO*:  Engaging the energy transfer....now ::hits panel::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::Makes way to escape pods :::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: The only have a few minutes of life support left.. Breah hul in progress all over the ship..

Capt_Indyrian says:
<Computer>  Relay established

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Bridge* Permission to beam the survivors to sickbay with a full security team standing by?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Sir....there has been an explosion on the Cardassian ship

Kaylan says:
@::makes annoucement to crew to go to pods::

Capt_Indyrian says:
:;closes the channel::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*Cardassian freighter*:  We are sending additional energy to your critical systems - it may buy you some time

Capt_Indyrian says:
::heads to the bridge::  TAC:  Hail the Cardassians

Kaylan says:
@::feels the explosion and falls::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::gets out of chair::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::Finds another knocked out and tenderly carries her to the primary escape pod :::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
XO: security teams are all placed and ready

Kaylan says:
COMM: Orion we are loosing live support quickly...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Spencer:  Excellent...:::waiting for bridge response:::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*Cardassians*  We have emergency crews ready. Prepare your crew and survivors for beam out.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Receiving hail

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Kaylan : We are all aboard but for you

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::nods to Spencer:::  get to Sickbay with the security team.....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: prepare to activate transporter::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*xo*  We're on it Number One, good idea

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
XO: yes sir

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  All ready to transport the Cardassians over, sir

Kaylan says:
@Gul: Orion wants to beam us aboard...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::  Leaves TR heads back to TL:::::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::leave TR 3 goes to lift::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: I can beam them over anytime now sir...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Security*: Full Secority Alert

Capt_Indyrian says:
*Cardssians*  Are you ready to beam over?

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Checking matter-antimatter containment field::

Kaylan says:
@::gets to pod::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::goes to Sickbay::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: keep a look on long range sensors::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Kaylan : thank God

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Shall we beam them over?

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  Prepare the beam over.....Number One, meet me in Sickbay.

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::arrives in sickbay::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Bridge*  A full security team is standing by in Sickbay... reccomend sealing key areas off with forcefields until further notice...

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
SEC teams: prepare for transport

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  You have the conn, beam them over.

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: aye sir.. we should do it quickly.,.. They only have a few minutes of hull integrity left!

Capt_Indyrian says:
::heads to the TL::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Aye....::beams over cardies::

Host AGM says:
AS THE ORIONS TRANSPORTES BEAM THE CARDASSIANS OVER, A PROGRAM IS INITIATED ABOARD THE FREIGHTER

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::shimmers ::::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::zips down to sickbay::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  I need not remind you, sir, that should news leak out that a Cardassian freighter full of Cardissian citizens on has been destroyed whilst in the vicinity of a Starfleet vessel, we could have a very neasty situation on our hands....

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::heading for Sickbay::::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: had beam the cardascian::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::starts sealing off decks as per XO recommendations::

Kaylan says:
@::shimmers::

Gul_DeDarek says:
:::materialsizes , armed to the teeth weapons drawn and ready :::

Host AGM says:
94 JH TROOPS HELD IN THE PATTERN BUFFER ABOARD THE CARDASSIAN SHIP APPEAR THROUGH OUT THE ORION

Capt_Indyrian says:
::steps off of on the deck, takes a phaser from an armory, and heads to sickbay::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac: The Cardasicans are now safely onboard..

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
*CO* now that they are being beamed aboard I think we should put the shields just around our own ship

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Sir...Jem'Hadar have beamed aboard

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: See the beaming off the Cardascian..::

Kaylan says:
::on board Orion armed::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Red Alert!

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::sounds Red Alert::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Seal off this Deck IMMEDIATELY

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::notices JH signals throughout the ship, runs to bridge panel and tosses phasers to all::

CSO_Ens_Parker (Alert.wav)

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
All Hands: Intruder Alert

Gul_DeDarek says:
::::Clears sickbay and starts faning out with his troops ::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: seal the bridge::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Sees JH Troops in Engineering::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::Seals off the deck the CO is on::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::arm phasers::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Walks into Sickbay ::::  :::grabs phaser::::

Host JH_Troop says:
::rushes down the corridors, firing on anyone he sees::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Sir...they are all over the ship::

Kaylan says:
::starts heading to the Bridge::

Capt_Indyrian ::notices a JH come out of Sickbay.....drops him with a well placed Phaser blast:: (HandPhaser.wav)

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::shoots at the gul::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::seals bridge::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: I have acvitated Interuder alert level One sir.,..

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::Standing behind CO:::: *Quchant* Lock out computer controls on all decks....  No access seal off the TL's

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
Computer: Seal Bridge...Authoristions Quchant Epslion Alpha

Gul_DeDarek says:
:::Fires on Cdr Kissay with weapon at stun setting :::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Seal off the bridge and notify Starfleet command!  Beal who you can to the brig!

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::ducks behind bed::

Kaylan says:
::enters jefferies<sp?> tube::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
::Check the Jh solider deployment::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
Computer: Disable all access to Engineering Authorization Jax Alpha 5

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
Computer: Seal Command Codes Authorisation Quchant Delta 1

Host JH_Troop says:
15 JH HEAD TOWARDS ENGINEEING

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  Sir, advanced sensors report no damage at all to the so-called freighter - they have been using a array to fool our regular sensors!

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Shoots At all the JH he sees::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Capt:  Lets get a move on...  :::Grabs JH weapon::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO: Open a hail to Starfleet...inform them of our situation

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::follows the cardsians out of the room::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*All Hands*  This is an Intruder Alert!  Jem Haddar soldiers have infiltrated the ship!

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC: Black box transmitted, sir

Gul_DeDarek says:
:::FIres on spencer through a mirror and hits him inthe shoulder :::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
*Engeneering*: There's is  a group of JH solider heading you way !! be prepare!

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Break out the Weapons

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::falls::

Host JH_Troop says:
4 JH SPECIAL FORCES HEAD FOR THE BATTLE BRIDGE

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: deactivate all the ship weapon::

Gul_DeDarek says:
JH : Ties him up

Capt_Indyrian says:
::grabs weapon from Kisay:: Just like old times at Home....

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
*CSO*: I locked myself here

Host JH_Troop says:
6 OTHERS HEAD FOR THE COMPUTER CORE

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<Computer> Command Codes Locked Out

Gul_DeDarek says:
:::Leads team to BB ::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::tapping furiously at console::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: I recommand sealing all system and going to all system shutdown!

Kaylan says:
::comes to a force field.. opens panel and by passes power... force field drops::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
*CO* they are heading for engineering you should activate forcefields

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::nods:::  Aye sir...  *Quchant* Make sure all Computer terminals are locked out and TL's are sealed!

Capt_Indyrian says:
Computer:  Seal off Main Engineering and all Computer Cores....authorization Pyril - Alpha - Tango - 1

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Already Done Sir

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
COmputer: Shut down all data transfer authorization Jax Beta 1

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*xO*: Done sir

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
Computer:  Lock all flight control systems, authourisation Zhenzian-two-foxtrot-alpha!

Capt_Indyrian says:
::notices the dead JH at the sick bay door::

Host JH_Troop says:
SEVERAL JH ENTER ENGINEERING AND HOLD THE CREW AT GUNPOINT

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: We must turn of all systems except for Necessary system

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::gets up::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Capt:  If they reach the battle Bridge..  activation of Self-destruct will be required.. agreed?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Do it

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::holds shoulder::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO: Open a shipwide Channel

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  Flight control systems have been locked, sir

Gul_DeDarek says:
::::Enters BB and starts inputting a virus into the computer matrix :::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: activate a wild system shut down...::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  Channel open

Host JH_Troop says:
TWO JH WALK INTO SICKBAY AND FIRE ON THE EMH PROGRAM

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: TURN OFF ALL NON ESSANTIAL SYSTEM::

Capt_Indyrian says:
Kisay:  Take a team to secure Engineering

Kaylan says:
::continues on with task::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Nods:::  What about you sir...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Jem'Hadar*: Jem'Hadar....All Computer Access has been sealed....you will not be able to break the encryptin

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: stumbles toward engineering:;

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
*CO*:  Sir, all the JH seem to be in the drive section.  I know this is extreme, but I think you shoyuld conside seperating the ship

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
*CO*: Captain, I have lock out access to Engineering and Data transfer command

Kaylan says:
::at each force field does the same thing... bypasses power to drop field::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*JH*: If you do not hand over the crew you have captured and leave the ship...we will activate the self-destruct

Capt_Indyrian says:
Kisay:  Take a team to secure the Secondary Bridge

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac: I recommand sending a distress boy now sir..

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Do so

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: send a distress boy to starfleet about their situation::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Status?

Kaylan says:
::enters secondary bridge...::

Host JH_Troop says:
THE JH DO NOT ANSWER TO MORTALS

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::near engineering door::

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : I am glad you are here

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Aye...  ::grabs second Rifle:::  *Quchant*  Have all federation personnel in my area meet me in Section 21 Alpha for a convergance on the secondary bridge:::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
Computer: Lock out all Engineering commands except mine authorization Jax Alpha 1

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Alive on deck 9.

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::Shoots one in the hall:::::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac: I have turn off Warp engine. Engineering.. Prorpulsion system.. weaponry.. you  know the drill.

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : errect the Forcefield to this corridor

Kaylan says:
::errects forcefield::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Delta team is with me, we are going to secure sickbay and head to the Main Computer Core...

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Try to locate the position of the JH ::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
*CO* still alive but my shoulder got tagged

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::contacts each crew member by comm badge and gets them to go to secondary bridge::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Ackknowledged....Bridge Secure

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Commander Kisay is heading to the Secondary Bridge.....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac; I have a Idea sir...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Shiftily walking down the hall:::::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::notices the team gather in a standard flank around him:: Delta:  Lets go....::rounds the corner::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Meets up with an ensign:::

Kaylan says:
::begins attempting to take over systems::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: I;'m listening

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  Sir, I am still in control of the main bridge, I hjave activated forcefields around the perimeter  -I believe I should stay here

Gul_DeDarek says:
::::Watches as the virus does it work removing the old O/s and replacing it with a much cruder but effective one of Cardassian design ::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
Computer: Suspend Warp core on my Mark

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::fires on two cardies that are gaurding the door to egnineering::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac: Maybe we could all beam them in Cargo Bay 4..and open the door..they will be all vent into space..

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO: Who is in control?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Ensign Joe:  Grab the JH weaspons they're superior...

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
Computer: Mark

Cmdr_Kisay says:
<Joe>:  Aye...

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Warp core is down::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::vaped the first one the other dives::

Gul_DeDarek says:
::::notes control is had over some systems ::: Computer : Turn off IDs and Comm

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  I think I am the only one still here, sir

Gul_DeDarek says:
<computer > Aye

Capt_Indyrian ::leaps into Sickbay......dropping the two JH in SIckbay:: (HandPhaser.wav)

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Now in a team of three they are 75 meters from the Secondary Bridge:::

Host JH_Troop says:
THE COMPTER COMPLIES, ALL COMMUNICATIONS ONBOARD THE ORION ARE CUT OFF

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::FCO CSO and TAC are on the Bridge::

Capt_Indyrian says:
*TAC*  Sick bay secure...moving to the computer core...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Acknowledged

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::sits down in Command Chair::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::Delta team acquires the JH weapons and enters a jefferies tube...crawls toward Deck 7::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac: so what do you think.. should we beam them out into space ?

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::looks around and notices TAC and CSO::  TAC:  Oh, sorry, didn't see you there.  The bridge is secure

Gul_DeDarek says:
:::Watches :: Kaylan : in a few minutes we will have control over this vessel if this works as advertised

Capt_Indyrian says:
::crawl crawl crawl::

Host JH_Troop says:
SEVERAL JH WAIT AT THE END OF THAT JT ON DECK 7

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::notices comm system go down::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::enters engineering with the security team that was assembled for transport::

Kaylan says:
Gul: we have control over life support now... so far it looks like it is working

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::dives::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Captain*  Are yous till alive sir?  We're almost at the Seondary bridge.. I'll confirm when it's contained.

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::hides behind conle firing::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Tac: So do I have the autorization to beam them into space ?

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  I have managed to create a secondaryt computer grid, a system within a system, if you like.  We still have access to certain systems

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : Why not shut off life support but to those areas we control ?

Host JH_Troop says:
<JH Deck7> fires into the JT.

Capt_Indyrian ::as the door to the deck opens, the JH open fire::  ::slams himself to the deck:: (HandPhaser.wav)

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO: Shut it down

Capt_Indyrian says:
Delta team:  Return fire!  Extreme prejudice!

Capt_Indyrian ::fires back:: (HandPhaser.wav)

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<Computer> Seal ALL computer access.....Quchant Delta 41

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
TAC: Sir I'm waiting for you autorization...

Host JH_Troop says:
<JH> returns fire

Kaylan says:
::looks at the Gul:: You sure?  it can be done

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  Are you sure?  The JH will not be able to access this>

Gul_DeDarek says:
<co,mputer > Can not comply

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::  Jumps behind barrels::::  Team!:  Open fire....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
FCO: Believe me the JH Won't put the Cardascian could..

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO: Dammit Zhenzian....shut it down...now...that is an order

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Send the rest of Engineering Officer to different doors armed::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Runs to door and ypes in over ride:::::

Host JH_Troop says:
<JH> ::returns fire on the XO's position::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::notices one of the JH fall as two security people topple down::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: fires on the cardies in Engineering::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC: Yes sir ::shuts down all computer grids::

Gul_DeDarek says:
:::Watches as worm does its work :::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::takes hit in shoulder:::  Damnit....  ::fires back at JH::::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
AENG: Seal that JT

Capt_Indyrian ::crawls forward and blasts a JH:: (HandPhaser.wav)

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: waiting for TAC answer:: Quchant: Do i have the autorization to beam them into space ?

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
<AENG>: Aye

Host JH_Troop says:
::stands and takes a hit in the chest::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Team:  Seal the secondary bridge....... with speed!

Capt_Indyrian says:
::half of Delta team is killed, but they are able tog et out on Deck 7::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
TAC:  Something new - some kind of program.....it's going through the security protocols and re-routing all command functions to a location....here ::points to schematics::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Do so...only if you are 120% sure you have a JH

Capt_Indyrian says:
::the rest of the team is able to acquire better weaponry::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO: Fight it....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: Understood.. Zhenzian I'll need you help..

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::Stands and fires two JH weapons:::  :::Throws phaser set on overload down corridor:::::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::goes over to help Parker::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::clambers to the  Main Computer Core.....a small cut from shrapnel bleeding down his left cheek::

Host JH_Troop says:
PHASER ENERGY BUILDS, READY TO EXPLODE

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<Computer> Acitivate this station...authorsiation....Quchant Zulu 1

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<Computer> Ready

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::jumps behind some barrels:::::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
FCO: I want to turn the transporter on when i'll told you so only..

Kaylan says:
Gul: we have control of Eng... now

Host JH_Troop says:
EXPLOSION ROCKS THE DECKS

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO/CSO: A moment please...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::holds on to console::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CSO:  Ready

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: orders team to move in on the cardasians::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Start typing down at consosle, feel rumble: ALL: What the "hell" was that ????

Host JH_Troop says:
THREE JH SOLDIERS HOLD THE ENGINEERING STAFF HOSTAGE

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Gets shrapnel in leg::::::

Kaylan says:
::stumbles::

Gul_DeDarek says:
::::Feels expolsion :::

Capt_Indyrian says:
Computer:  Deactivate Security Protocols to the computer core......authorization Pyril - Tango - Delta -  three....

Capt_Indyrian says:
::shakes, hoping that wasnt a vital system::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: I got a a lock on three of them who are in engineering ...

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : shut down engineering

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<computer> Activate Self Destruct......Authorisation Quchant Omega Omega Omega

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Beam them

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: See system go back online::

Kaylan says:
::begins shutting down Eng::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::moves on his stomach behind consloles next to JH holding hostages::

Capt_Indyrian says:
<Computer> Security codes approved

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
Gul: You can't really do any thing

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Activate transporter on JH in Engineering::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::Stands up:::  Like shootin ducks in a barrel...  Or however those humans say it......

CSO_Ens_Parker (Transporter.wav)

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO:....Please....Self destruct code....

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: as you wish sir..

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::takes phaser puts it on overload::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
COMPUTER: Activate self destruct sequence Parker Beta Boom tango

Capt_Indyrian says:
::gets into they main computer core::

Host JH_Troop says:
JH SOLDIER SPIES SPENCER AND FIRES ON HIS POSITION

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::throws it and beams JH in the head::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
FCO;.......your turn......

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : Shut down all life suppoort but for here and Engineering ...and er... for sickbay

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::rolls::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::gulps nervously::  Computer:  Self destruct sequence:  Zhenzian-four-alpha-foxtrot

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::runs and goes behind warp core::

Kaylan says:
::begins ship wide shut down of life support... eng, secondary bridge and sickbay are unaffected::

Capt_Indyrian says:
Computer: Seal off this room...::as Delta gets into the core:: authorization Pyril-Allpha-two

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::::  SECONDARY BRIDGE SEALED:::::::  <Joe>  Commander:   Secondary bridge sealed....

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::phaser explodes::

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::Tries to punch in codes  to overload some system but commands functions are offline::

Capt_Indyrian says:
Computer: Ship's status?

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: see the system shutdown::ALl: Those Darn Cardascian..

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Computer:  Seal Secondary Bridge... Authorization, Kisay beta 70 Omega.

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::looks and doesn't see any JH::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
All: if they want to play rough We will play rough...

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kalan : just as we thought they would seal us into this room to do our work in peace

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::stays hidden::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Go to SCI Console I::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::reads the read out....noting most of the systems under Cardassian control::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
<Computer>Confirmed Secondary bridge sealed....

Kaylan says:
Gul: I thaought the same thing... ::Grins::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
*TAC* do you read JH in engineering?

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: activate Parker Program Emergency alpha 2::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Team:  Head down to engineering...  I'm going to head for the bridge...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::jumps in Jeffries tube::::  Starts shimmying up the ladder::::

Capt_Indyrian says:
<Computer>  Life support has been deactivated...

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Parker one programm 1 activated, if someone try to shut down the CPU without proper command code.. is console go boom:::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: runs and grabs a phaser lying on ground then dives behind a ladder::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Need to find a Zero-G suit...  no air...  god...

Gul_DeDarek says:
Fire true :-)

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
Quchant: Try to reactivate command code now sir..

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::fires on the third JH::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::  takes a right and hops out of Jeffries tube at TR 2:::::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::deactivates the security protocols and him and his team head back to sickbay::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Grabs Suit:::::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::trying to get to emergency air bottles under OPS station::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::and makes sure that the core is secure with another security protocol::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::hits JH in the head with phaser blast::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<Computer> Commence Final Countdown........20 mins....audable warning.....Quchant Zero zero zero destrcut

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::  Gets into cumbersome Zero-G suit::::  Ahh.. air...  :::continues to climb Jeffries tube ladder:::::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::thinks he needs some help::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
<Computer> Detonation sequence activated.  T-Minus 19 minutes 50 seconds

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
<computer> Self destruct activated.....20 mins to destruction

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Try to lock on JH in Engineering again::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::phires on the 2nd Jh and misses::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::wonders if the computer has an electronic echo::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
:Faints on bridge::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Get the medkit

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: wishes he had some help::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Give FCO some first help::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::runs over to FCO::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::grabs shoulder in pain::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::: Pops Bridge floor board::::  Jumps onto Bridge::::  Quchant:  Status...  :::sits down with bleeding leg::::::

Gul_DeDarek says:
Kaylan : soon ...very soon now

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Try to beam the JH in Engineering out of the ship again..::

CSO_Ens_Parker (Transporter.wav)

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::coughs, and sits up::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: Sir....the autodestruct is on.....19 mins to go...FCO has just fainted

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: The CO has several areas of the ship

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::sees the remaining two jh in engineering beam out::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: We still need to take engineering

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: see Cardies on scanner::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::gets up and hobbles over to the hostages::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Rolls eyes:::  Ok...  Is it possible to flood the decks with a neural gas that we can render everyone unconcious with?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: Sure.......

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::nods::: Secondard Bridge is sealed.....

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: Will that effect the JH and Cardies?

Capt_Indyrian says:
::in Sickbay....with the remains of Delta and Charlie teams::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
God...  I hope so Quchant

CEO_Ensign_Jax says:
::See JH being occupied and begin go around Protocols::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: seals engineering on way out::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::all armed...::  We need to take Engineering.......we have enough men here....we need a way to get in...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Get on it..  I'll attend to my leg and the FCO

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::goes to activated console::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
goes to sickbay holding arm::

Host JH_Troop says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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